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ABSTRACT
Polarization is an increasingly worrying phenomenon within social
media. Recent work has made it possible to detect and even quan-
tify polarization. Nevertheless, the few existing metrics, although
defined in a continuous space, often lead to a unimodal distribution
of data once applied to users’ interactions, making the distinction
between polarized and non-polarized users difficult to draw. Fur-
thermore, each metric relies on a single factor and does not reflect
the overall user behavior. Modeling polarization in a single form
runs the risk of obscuring inter-individual differences. In this paper,
we propose to have a deeper look at polarized online behaviors and
to compare individual metrics. We collected about 300K retweets
from 1K French users between January and July 2022 on Twitter.
Each retweet is related to the highly controversial vaccine debate.
Results show that a multi-factorial analysis leads to the identifica-
tion of distinct and potentially explainable behavioral classes. This
finer understanding of behaviors is an essential step to adapt news
recommendation strategies so that no user gets locked into an echo
chamber or filter bubble.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Collaborative and social
computing theory, concepts and paradigms; User models; •
Applied computing→ Law, social and behavioral sciences; • In-
formation systems→ Clustering and classification.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The influence of social media (SM) is tremendously growing world-
wide. A recent study from the Pew Research Center 1 has shown
1https://www.pewresearch.org/journalism/2020/07/30/americans-who-mainly-get-
their-news-on-social-media-are-less-engaged-less-knowledgeable/
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that one in five adults gets her news primarily through SM, and
tends paradoxically to be less well-informed. The impact of SM on
polarization can then be explained in two ways. On the one hand,
a lack of information due to filter bubbles and echo chambers can
affect the degree of polarization of users [1]. On the other hand
and paradoxically, the more a polarized user is exposed to opposing
views on SM, the more her degree of polarization increases [3]. The
balance to be found in terms of diversity of opinions, sources, and
content is therefore extremely delicate.

Recent studies suggest that it would be more appropriate to tailor
the level of diversity and recommendation strategies to behavioral
classes [5, 27, 29] rather than to maximize diversity in the same
way for all users [15, 16, 19]. In order to do so, user polarization
behaviors need to be understood and modeled in detail. Our work
is a first step towards this goal of adapting the recommendations.

Polarization has been investigated in the literature from two
different perspectives: a network perspective which mainly relies
on the SM structure in order to quantify the polarization of a com-
munity and to highlight the content of discussions [2], and an
individual perspective to measure the polarization and the impact
of recommender systems through the diversity level of accepted
recommendations [20]. In this paper, we focus on this second per-
spective, since we aim to quantify the level of polarization at the
individual level, and we define 2 research questions. RQ1: Do the
current individual polarization metrics contribute to distinguish-
ing polarized users from non-polarized users? RQ2: Can a multi-
factorial analysis identify different classes of polarization behavior?

In the rest of this paper, section 2 consists of a literature review
about polarization metrics on SM. Section 3 details the experimental
setup. The multi-factorial analysis is presented in Section 4, while
conclusions and perspectives are drawn in Section 5.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
SM play an important role in polarization [17, 31]. Conover et al.
were the first to study polarization on Twitter [9]. Since then, many
polarization metrics have been put forward and used in the litera-
ture, such as modularity [22], controversy [11], or metrics based
on a probability density function [21]. Though these polarization
metrics rely on a varied set of information, they share a character-
istic: they quantify overall polarization using a graph representing
users and their interactions. However, as well as being explained
by social or technological filters, polarization is also influenced
by individual factors [13] and only a few metrics are designed to
quantify individual polarization.

Among these individual metrics, we can find the polarization
score proposed by Becatti et al. [4]. The latter is based on the iden-
tification of a set of communities 𝐶 . The polarization score of a
user 𝑢 depends on the ratio of interactions in each community,
with 𝑁𝑢,𝑐 the number of interactions of 𝑢 in community 𝑐 , and 𝑁𝑢
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her total number of interactions. The polarization score 𝜌 (𝑢) of
user 𝑢 corresponds to the maximum of this ratio, as presented in
Equation (1).

𝜌 (𝑢) = max
𝑐∈𝐶

{𝑁𝑢,𝑐

𝑁𝑢

}
(1)

Highly polarized users, accessing a unique community have 𝜌 =

1, while users equally accessing all the communities have 𝜌 = 1/𝐶 .
In our view, this metric has several limits: its minimum bound
depends on the number of communities, it only takes into account
the community with which the user has interacted the most, and it
does not inform about which communities are accessed. In a two-
community context, the polarization score presented by Schmidt et
al. is similar but ranges between −1 and 1 and is oriented: the value
informs about which community is accessed more often [25].

To go further, Cicchini et al. [7] propose the Lack of Diversity
(LD) metric that is, to some extent, highly similar to the polarization
score of Becatti et al. [4]. The main difference lies in the fact that it
considers sources of information a user interacted with, concretely
a set of 𝑀 media outlets, rather than communities. Each user 𝑢
is represented by her number of interactions 𝑁𝑢,𝑚 on news from
media𝑚. LD is computed as follows:

𝐿𝐷 (𝑢) = max
𝑚∈𝑀

{
𝑁𝑢,𝑚 · 𝑙𝑜𝑔( |𝑈 |

|𝑈𝑚 | )
}

(2)

|𝑈 | is the total number of users and |𝑈𝑚 | is the number of users
interacting with media𝑚. The term 𝑙𝑜𝑔( 𝑈

𝑈𝑚
) corrects a potential

bias introduced by𝑚 when shared by a large number of users. As
in [4], 𝐿𝐷 represents the maximum value within the vector. Thus
calculated, the LD metric is not bounded, and should therefore be
normalized.

These graph-based metrics, which quantify polarization at the
individual level, face a main limit: they are only computed on a
single factor (communities or media outlets). However, polarization
is known to occur over the influence of multiple factors [6, 28]. As a
consequence of considering only a single factor, several users may
be identified as similarly polarized, but may in fact exhibit a wide
range of behaviors and distinguish themselves in different ways.

To summarize, while different metrics have been proposed in the
literature, individual polarization metrics are still scarce. Besides,
to the extent that they are based on each user’s preferred behavior
(i.e., the maximum value of the observed variable), we question
their ability to accurately differentiate polarization behaviors on
SM. This is why we propose to gradually conduct a multi-factorial
analysis.

3 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP: POLARIZATION
ABOUT THE VACCINE DEBATE ON
TWITTER

To answer our research questions (RQ1) and (RQ2), we propose
to study a real SM context. We focus on the highly controversial
vaccine debate, which was widely discussed following the COVID-
19 crisis.

3.1 Data Collection
We used the Twitter API (v2), with academic research access. Data
collection relies on the concept of elite users [23] that represent

users who are relevant to the subject matter. We assume that elite
users’ tweets, when related to the selected topic, are always in line
with their beliefs. Inspired by the methodology of Primario et al.,
we fix conditions that elite users must satisfy to ensure their legit-
imacy: (1) have a significant number of followers; (2) personally
manage their Twitter account; (3) are known by the general audi-
ence, through media or government interventions; (4) are qualified
by education and/or profession to address the subject of matter.

Elite users are an effective entry point for collecting data about a
specific topic because their opinions are publicly known [23]. Nev-
ertheless, as our objective is to analyze standard users’ interaction
behaviors, it is necessary to have a faithful overview of standard
users’ interactions about the selected topic during a specific period.
The dataset must be balanced in terms of opinion carriers, and
representative of behaviors adopted on SM about a specific topic.

To obtain such a dataset, we carried out several steps, run after
having chosen the topic, identified a relevant set of elite users, and
defined a collection period. These steps are: (1) Collect all tweets
published by the set of elite users during the predefined period;
(2) Filter tweets about the topic of interest; (3) Collect information
about a random subset of interacting standard users for each col-
lected tweet; (4) Identify themost active standard users among those
selected in Step 3; (5) Collect all interactions of selected standard
users on collected elite users’ tweets during the defined period.

Following the procedure detailed above, we manually identified
20 French-speaking elite users having a legitimate voice in the
vaccine debate (10 pro-vaccine and 10 anti-vaccine). Their opinion
is known because they have clearly expressed it publicly, and the
community to which they relate is therefore unambiguous. To
preserve their confidentiality and meet Twitter policy, we do not
share the names or usernames of the selected accounts.We collected
all elite users’ tweets between January 1, 2022 and July 31, 2022.
Based on relevant vaccine-related hashtags (that we stripped from
the tweets) and a random tweet corpus [30], we trained a two-
class classifier based on BertTweetFR [14]. This classifier allowed
us to keep only elite users’ tweets dealing with the vaccination
debate. Here, we focus on retweets, which are signs of approval
and thus give information about what users agree with [9]. Thus,
we collected information about 100 randomly selected retweeters
for each collected tweet, that we hope to be representative of all
users. Among the selected retweeters, we focused on the 1,000 most
active ones (500 pro-vaccine and 500 anti-vaccine).

3.2 Data Analysis
We collected 6,697 tweets in the period, divided into 1,869 tweets
from pro-vaccine elite users, and 4,828 tweets from anti-vaccine
elite users. From the 1,000 most active retweeters, we collected
11,449,936 retweets. 299,879 of these retweets were on elite users’
tweets, with 16,791 retweets on pro-vaccine tweets, and 283,088
retweets on anti-vaccine tweets. This reflects a more intensive ac-
tivity on the anti-vaccine side, which is consistent with the fact
that anti-vaccine supporters are more engaged on Twitter, espe-
cially by doing many replies and retweets [12]. Looking at the
structure of the graph, we identify 2 highly connected sets of nodes
(modularity=0.55 [8]), with few edges between them. Besides, the
controversy of the vaccine topic, computed using the RandomWalk
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process described by Garimella et al. [11], is equal to 0.89. This
indicates that it is difficult to move from one community to the
other one. Altogether, these results first confirm that the selected
elite users are tweeting pro-vaccine and anti-vaccine according
to the opinion for which they were chosen. Second, they corrobo-
rate polarized attitudes towards the vaccination debate within our
dataset.

4 TOWARDS A MULTI-FACTORIAL ANALYSIS
OF POLARIZATION BEHAVIORS

In this section, we first analyze the information returned by each
polarization metric separately, relying on a single factor. Second,
we conduct a multi-factor analysis (bi-factor and tri-factor) by con-
sidering several metrics. We evaluate the ability to accurately dif-
ferentiate and characterize polarization behaviors in these different
experimental conditions.

4.1 A Single Factor Analysis: Metrics from the
Literature

To study polarization, we separately study two factors: (1) Opin-
ion factor, where opinions are assessed from the standard users’
retweets on each community (pro- or anti-vaccine); (2) Source fac-
tor, where sources are assessed from standard users’ retweets on
each elite user, who act as sources. To quantify polarization on these
two factors, we rely on two individual metrics: the polarization score
𝜌 [4] and the Lack of Diversity 𝐿𝐷 [7] (see Section 2).

Here, as we deal with single factor data, we use Kernel Density
Estimation (KDE) rather than well-known multidimensional clus-
tering algorithms to differentiate potential clusters. KDE estimates
the probability density function of the studied single factor clusters
based on local minima and maxima.

Applied to 𝜌 , the estimated kernel density has no local maxima
or minima. This does not allow the differentiation of well-separated
clusters. Looking closer at the values of 𝜌 for all standard users, we
note that it is not well distributed in [0, 1], and the minimum value
is 0.5. This is one of the limits of the metric (See Equation (1)), which
is bounded in [0.5, 1] in a 2-community context. Users having at
least one interaction in each of the communities represent only
18.8% of users, and KDE does not estimate a probability density
function allowing to clearly differentiate them. Thus, 𝜌 cannot
accurately and finely characterize behaviors depending on whether
users interact with 1 or 2 communities. In the same way, the kernel
density estimated on 𝐿𝐷 does not have local minima or maxima
as values are distributed continuously. Therefore, this metric does
not allow for a differentiation of polarization behavior in terms of
access to information sources neither.

4.2 A Bi-factor Analysis
In this second step, we rely on a clustering algorithm to identify
behavior clusters by combining opinion and source factors. We
choose 𝑘-means [18] as it is well suited when dealing with numeri-
cal features. The number of clusters 𝑘 is optimized by maximizing 2
traditional metrics: Davies-Bouldin Index [10] (the lower the better)
and Silhouette Index [24] (the higher the better).

4.2.1 Use of Metrics from the Literature. The optimal number of
clusters obtained with 𝜌 and 𝐿𝐷 factors is 𝑘 = 2, where Davies-
Bouldin Index = 0.60 and Silhouette index = 0.56. Unlike the single
factor analysis, considering the two metrics together does allow
for the identification of two distinct groups of users, who adopt
different polarization behaviors. This bi-factor analysis results in a
finer-grained modeling. Identified clusters are shown in Figure 1a.
Here again, 𝜌 does not allow a clear differentiation as users in-
teracting with a unique community and those interacting in both
communities are not associated with different clusters. Users are
clustered according to the 𝐿𝐷 value, with the two clusters being
separated by a threshold fixed around 𝐿𝐷 = 0.6. Users in the orange
cluster C1 with higher values of 𝐿𝐷 are those with a high polariza-
tion according to accessed sources (i.e. retweeted elite users), while
the other users (blue cluster C2) retweet more elite users and in a
balanced way. However, following the KDE estimation presented
in Section 4.1, this threshold is difficult to interpret. Although al-
lowing for the differentiation of two groups of users, which was
not possible with a single factor analysis, the limitations identified
with respect to the distribution of 𝜌 values and the 𝐿𝐷 threshold
used to delimit the clusters question the quality of the clustering
step. We expect the identified clusters to group together users that
are likely to adopt well-differentiated polarization behaviors.

4.2.2 Refining Metrics from the Literature: Use of Entropy. As pre-
viously mentioned, from our analysis, assessing individual polar-
ization by only considering the predominant opinion (𝜌) or source
(𝐿𝐷) limits the ability to differentiate between users, and to under-
stand polarization behaviors. To address this limitation, we propose
to consider all interactions and represent them as a probability dis-
tribution. Following Information Theory, this makes it possible to
compute entropy [26]. We thus propose to compute entropy-based
metrics, measuring the uncertainty of access to opinions or sources.

Precisely, the more homogeneously distributed the probability
mass, the higher the entropy and the greater the uncertainty. As the
maximal entropy depends on the number of entities, we propose to
use the normalized entropy, 𝐻𝑁 (𝑍 ) = −∑𝑛

𝑧 𝑃 (𝑧 )𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝑃 (𝑧 ) )
𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝑛) , where 𝑍

is a discrete random variable that takes 𝑛 possible values and 𝑃 (𝑧)
is the probability of entity 𝑧. For simplicity’s sake, from now on,
we will refer to normalized entropy as entropy. As entropy is null
when there is no randomness and equal to one when the behavior
is very heterogeneous, in this work we use 𝐻 ′ (𝑋 ) = 1 −𝐻𝑁 (𝑋 ) to
get high scores for polarized users. To the best of our knowledge,
no individual polarization metrics from the literature rely on it.

We note 𝐻 ′
𝑜𝑝 the entropy-based opinion metric, and 𝐻 ′

𝑠𝑜 the
entropy-based source metric. First, comparing 𝜌 and 𝐻 ′

𝑜𝑝 , we can
notice that unlike 𝜌 , 𝐻 ′

𝑜𝑝 ranges in [0, 1]. Though, as a very large
proportion of users only interact with a single community, their
polarization on opinion remains maximal, with 𝜌 = 𝐻 ′

𝑜𝑝 = 1. The
potential contribution of entropy to the differentiation of polar-
ization behaviors will therefore be for the other users (𝐻 ′

𝑜𝑝 ≠ 1),
representing 18.8% of standard users. Second, comparing 𝐿𝐷 and
𝐻 ′
𝑠𝑜 , we notice that values are distributed differently. First of all, 𝐿𝐷

values range in [0.17, 1] while𝐻 ′
𝑠𝑜 values range in [0.09, 1]. Second,

the mean of 𝐿𝐷 values is 0.59, while the mean of 𝐻 ′
𝑠𝑜 values is

0.50. To go deeper into this comparison, we analyze the ranked
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values of 𝐿𝐷 and𝐻 ′
𝑠𝑜 , and get a Spearman score of 0.92 (p-value= 0).

Although relatively high, this score indicates that a significant pro-
portion of users observe large rank variations. Actually, 49.5% of
users have a variation higher than 5% of the positions. Given a
user 𝑢1, who has more than half of her interactions with one elite
user, 𝐿𝐷 (𝑢1) = 0.52. Looking at 𝑢1’s other retweets, they are on
only 3 other elite users, with two of them having only one retweet.
This is reflected in 𝐻 ′

𝑠𝑜 (𝑢1) = 0.91, which indicates a high level of
polarization. For a significant proportion of users, the information
returned by 𝐻 ′

𝑠𝑜 is well different from that returned by 𝐿𝐷 , as for
𝑢1, and could potentially allow for the identification of different
classes of polarization behaviors.

Applying the 𝑘-means algorithm on bi-factor data, namely 𝐻 ′
𝑜𝑝

and 𝐻 ′
𝑠𝑜 , the optimal number of clusters is 𝑘 = 3, with Davies-

Bouldin Index = 0.58 and Silhouette Index = 0.57. Performance
is thus close to the one with 𝜌 and 𝐿𝐷 , but one additional cluster
is identified. Clusters are represented in Figure 1b, with orange
and blue clusters (C3 and C4) quite similar to the ones identified
in Section 4.2.1. The green cluster (C5), corresponds to a subset of
24 users with lower 𝐻 ′

𝑜𝑝 values, thus interacting with both com-
munities. In an unprecedented way, entropy-based metrics thus
allow differentiating standard users both on opinion and source
factors, which was not the case with 𝜌 and 𝐿𝐷 . More importantly,
clustering on 𝐻 ′

𝑜𝑝 and 𝐻 ′
𝑠𝑜 contributes to identifying a new subset

of users, interacting with both communities and potentially acting
as intermediates between pro-vaccine and anti-vaccine users. The
resulting clusters thus provide useful observations about the polar-
ization of users on SM. A bi-factor analysis, coupled with the use
of entropy-based metrics, has made it possible to differentiate new
classes of behavior. We now wish to assess to what extent addi-
tional factors could further improve the quality of the polarization
behaviors modeling.

4.3 A Tri-factor Analysis
One main limit of the literature and of the previous sections is
that the metrics evaluate to what extent users are polarized, but do
not inform towards which community. We assume that this could
improve the clustering.

In this respect, and considering the opinion metric, we propose
to apply a transformation factor, as follows:

𝐻±
𝑜𝑝 =

±𝐻 ′
𝑜𝑝 + 1
2

(3)

The plus-minus sign in front of𝐻 ′
𝑜𝑝 depends on the predominant

community. We set 𝐻 ′
𝑜𝑝 > 0 if interactions are in favor of the pro-

vaccine community, and 𝐻 ′
𝑜𝑝 < 0 otherwise. The final 𝐻±

𝑜𝑝 values
range in [0, 1], with 𝐻±

𝑜𝑝 = 0 indicating a very high polarization in
the anti-vaccine community, 𝐻±

𝑜𝑝 = 1, corresponding to an extreme
polarisation in the pro-vaccine community and𝐻±

𝑜𝑝 = 0.5 reflecting
balanced interactions between the two communities.

Considering the sourcemetric, and still to inform about each com-
munity, we propose to split it into two metrics. The entropy-based
metric 𝐻 ′

𝑠𝑜 , which initially combined sources from both communi-
ties, is split into two metrics 𝐻 ′

𝑠𝑜,𝑝𝑟𝑜 and 𝐻 ′
𝑠𝑜,𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖

, corresponding to

C2

C1

(a) 𝜌 and LD.

C4

C3

C5

(b) 𝐻 ′
𝑜𝑝 and 𝐻 ′

𝑠𝑜 .

C9

C6

C7

C8

(c) 𝐻±
𝑜𝑝 , 𝐻 ′

𝑠𝑜,𝑝𝑟𝑜 and 𝐻 ′
𝑠𝑜,𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖

Figure 1: Clusters identified with bi-factor data (3a and 3b)
and tri-factor data (3c).

the source factor computed on either pro or anti-vaccine commu-
nity. This is designed to better differentiate users with unbalanced
polarization in each of the two communities.

The optimization of 𝑘-means algorithm on the tri-factor data
indicates that the optimal value of 𝑘 is 4, with Davies-Bouldin Index
= 0.51 and Silhouette Index = 0.74. Performance is thus significantly
higher than with two factors.

Looking at Figure 1c, representing identified clusters, we see
that the clusters identified are quite different from those described
in Section 4.2. First, blue and red clusters (C6 and C7) respectively
correspond to highly polarized anti-vaccine users and pro-vaccine
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users. These users, accessing a unique community, do not all behave
the sameway according to the source factor as values are distributed
in [0, 1]. Besides, the yellow and pink clusters (C8 and C9) are of
particular interest. Looking more closely at the opinion and source
metrics within these clusters, users in the yellow cluster (C8) are
those having 𝐻±

𝑜𝑝 values close to 0.5, indicating a balanced activity
between the two communities. In each accessed community, these
users interact with a variety of sources, as 𝐻 ′

𝑠𝑜,𝑝𝑟𝑜 and 𝐻 ′
𝑠𝑜,𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖

values are evenly distributed among users. Besides, users associated
with the pink cluster (C9) interact predominantly with the anti-
vaccine community. Nevertheless, they all have at least 1 interaction
in the pro-vaccine community, in which they mostly interact with
a few elite users (𝐻 ′

𝑠𝑜,𝑝𝑟𝑜 ≈ 1). Users taking part in these two
unprecedented clusters are intermediate users as they interact in
both communities. Moreover, in addition to being quite different
from those identified in Section 4.2.2, they are also much more
numerous. Yellow and pink clusters (C8 and C9) contain 43 and
140 standard users respectively, while only 24 intermediate users
were previously identified. It appears that a significant proportion
of users do not engage in extreme polarizing behaviors.

Overall, the identification of four patterns of polarization, only
possible with the last analysis, is very interesting and reflects the
multi-factorial nature of polarization. Identified behavioral classes
are well-separated according to specific characteristics, which was
not the case when considering only one or two factors on traditional
or entropy-based metrics (Sections 4.1 and 4.2). Nevertheless, a few
users are at the intersection between clusters, whose membership
to one or other of the groups is questionable. For example, some
users associated with the blue cluster C6 (i.e. highly polarized users
in the anti-vaccine debate community) are also very close to the
pink cluster C9. These users may be in a transitional phase which
might be of interest.

5 CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
The literature still lacks individual polarization metrics allowing
fine-grained modeling of users’ polarization behaviors. As the latter
are the result of multiple influences, we conducted a multi-factorial
analysis of polarization. Experiments confirm, first, that metrics
from the literature using maximum value are too restrictive, and
that the proposed entropy-based metrics allow a finer distinction
between polarization behaviors, both for opinion and source factors.
It does indeed contribute to the identification of an additional clus-
ter of under-represented users, who have retweet interactions in
both communities. These users adopt moderately polarized behav-
ior about a highly polarized topic on SM. Altogether, these results
indicate that current polarization metrics do not distinguish polar-
ization behaviors properly (RQ1), and that entropy-based metrics
seem better adapted. Besides, conducting a tri-factor analysis al-
lows an unprecedented identification of well-separated behavioral
clusters, which emphasizes that an adequate combination of factors
leads to more reliable modeling of polarization behaviors (RQ2).

In a process of opening the filter bubbles, and reducing the po-
larization phenomenon, such a multi-factorial analysis could be
greatly beneficial. In a strongly polarized context, within which
users have formed strong opinions, an input of diverse items does
not always have the desired effect. In fact, providing diversity can be

tricky due to the strong opinions held by users, who are potentially
very wary of being exposed to contrary ideas. It may even reinforce
the polarization phenomenon [3]. An accurate characterization
of adopted polarization behaviors could help to adapt solutions,
including through recommendations. Each identified behavioral
class could benefit from different recommendation strategies. To
go further, the intermediate classes of users identified through the
multi-factorial analysis could help to gradually expose highly po-
larized users to different viewpoints. This could limit the potential
adverse effects of diversity, and help build trust-based recommenda-
tions. Especially, users whose membership to one unique cluster is
uncertain could serve as bridges between the different classes close
to them. The future development of depolarizing recommender
systems could probably rely on a multi-factorial analysis of polar-
ization to limit this worrying phenomenon.
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